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Leodis Leather Bushcraft Sheath System
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A. Sheath Base
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B. Front Accessory

Fixed Straps
3” on center

tinder
pouch

3.

9.

11.

10.

12.

7.

4.5” on center

DC3
slip

4.

8.

Wrap Around Straps
3” on center

1.

C. Rear Accessory

5.

4.5” on center
vertical adapter

1. 3” wrap around plain
2. 4.5” wrap around plain
3. 3” fixed plain
4. 4.5” fixed plain
5. 3” wrap around plain +va
6. 4.5” wrap around plain +va
7. 3” fixed plain +va
8. 4.5” fixed plain +va
9. 3” fixed plain + tinder
10. 4.5” fixed plain + DC3
11. 3” fixed plain + tinder + va
12. 4.5” fixed plain + DC3 + va

high belt loop carry

dangler carry

horizontal MOLLE

scout carry

Recommended
Carry Options

vertical MOLLE

6.

2.

Common Features:
Straps are spaced for PALS/MOLLE webbing
compatibility.
The front strap creates a loop to take a ferro rod.
The ferro rod is secured with elastic looping
over itself.
Straps are secured with two bolts each, this
minimises rotation of the strap and helps to
stop the bolts working loose.
All sheaths have an elastic retention strap which pulls out of the way when withdrawing the knife to avoid the
strap being cut.
All parts of all sheaths are modular so the sheath can be fully stripped down for cleaning and maintenance.
All sheaths are primarily designed for scout carry so if they are carried on the hip they will hang with the blade
facing forwards, this does not affect the function of the sheath (or the sheath can be carried on the left hip as shown).
To carry on the stomach (cross draw) the sheath must be left handed (for a right handed person)
or carried upside down.

